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Animal communication has long been thought to be subject to pressures and constraints associatedwith
social relationships. However, our understanding of how the nature and quality of social relationships
relates to the use and evolution of communication is limited by a lack of directly comparable methods
across multiple levels of analysis. Here, we analysed observational data from 111 wild groups
belonging to 26 non-human primate species, to test how vocal communication relates to dominance
style (the strictness with which a dominance hierarchy is enforced, ranging from ‘despotic’ to
‘tolerant’). At the individual-level, we found that dominant individuals who were more tolerant
vocalized at a higher rate than their despotic counterparts. This indicates that tolerance within a
relationship may place pressure on the dominant partner to communicate more during social
interactions. At the species-level, however, despotic species exhibited a larger repertoire of hierarchy-
related vocalizations than their tolerant counterparts. Findings suggest primate signals are used and
evolve in tandem with the nature of interactions that characterize individuals’ social relationships.
1. Introduction
In the quest to understand the evolution of human and non-human animal behaviour, a ‘multiple levels of
analysis’ approach has often been advocated [1]. Such an approach requires analyses to span different levels
of a system (e.g. individual, family, group, species), however, in practice, most studies focus on a single level
of analysis (e.g. variation between individuals or across species). A number of major theories purport that
the evolution of communication and language can be understood in terms of the constraints and pressures
of the social environment [2–4]. Empirical studies that examine patterns of association acrossmultiple levels
of analysis in tandem are likely to be vital in generating a comprehensive picture of the evolutionary
landscape of sociality and communication, yet such studies are rare. Similarly, while social complexity
has been proposed to be a key driver of variation in communication across animal taxa [4], empirical
tests of this hypothesis have relied heavily on both species-level analysis and using group size as a
measure of social complexity, neglecting other important aspects of sociality [5]. Group size cannot
explain individual variation in communication within a group, as it does not capture the nature and type
of interactions happening within groups which can result in varying constraints and pressures on
individuals [6]. To offer new insights, we conducted a multiple-levels-of-analysis study with a focus on a
measure that is related to the nature rather than the number of social relationships: dominance style.
The dominance style of social relationships is a potentially important, yet rather neglected, factor for








































dominance relationships, and for these species, there is variation in their dominance ‘style’; i.e. the degree to
which behaviour between dominant and subordinate partners is consistent with the direction of the
dominance asymmetry between them [7]. We use the terms ‘despotic’ and ‘tolerant’ to refer to relationships
in which the dominant partner asserts their dominance to a greater or lesser degree, respectively, meaning
only dominant partners can ‘give’ tolerance (e.g. by allowing or being unable to prevent aggression from
the subordinate), while subordinate partners can only ‘receive’ tolerance (note that these definitions are
distinct from the despotic/egalitarian continuum in socioecological theories, e.g. [8]). Although dominance
style is considered a relationship-level construct [9], empirical studies indicate that there is considerable
variation in dominance style between certain primate species (e.g. macaque species [10]) and some
variation has been documented between groups of a single species [11]. It is important, however, not
to overlook the variation in dominance style that may occur at the level of the individual within a species
(e.g. variation in the degree to which (i) each dominant individual in a group is tolerant of subordinates
and (ii) each subordinate individual receives tolerance from dominants). We, therefore, sought to test
whether dominance style affected communication at both the species- and individual-level.
At the individual-level, we predicted that tolerant relationshipsmight be associatedwith a higher rate of
communication for both dominant and subordinate individuals. Within despotic relationships, dominant
individuals may be more likely to use the threat of force to achieve goals, or to be automatically
allocated resources or receive services without need for communication [12]. Within tolerant
relationships, there may be more pressure on dominant individuals to communicate to make requests, as
their status alone is less likely to be effective in achieving goals, or to affiliate with subordinates, as this is
likely to play a role alongside aggression in gaining access to food and mating opportunities, and
maintaining rank [13,14]. For subordinate individuals, we suggest that the cost of communicating may
be reduced in tolerance compared to despotic relationships. If signals are misunderstood or perceived as
a transgression of the hierarchy by dominant partners, they could be more likely to be punished with
physical aggression in despotic relationships. Giving and receiving tolerance may result in greater usage
of communication, but for very different reasons. It is, therefore, crucial that these two perspectives of
dominance style are examined separately, and this study is the first empirical attempt to do this.
At the species-level, we predicted that greater tolerance could be associated with greater diversity in
species’ communication systems (e.g. larger repertoire sizes) as this is predicted by Freeberg et al.’s [4]
social complexity hypothesis. Globally, the greater social complexity of tolerant species should result
in more complex communication systems, often operationalized as the number of discrete signals in a
species’ repertoire [4], compared to despotic species. Freeberg et al. [4] argued that while despotism
severely limits the extent of possible relationships within a group, tolerance involves more reversals of
interactions, and this greater diversity of directional connections between individuals indicates greater
complexity from a social network perspective. The interactions within tolerant relationships also likely
require more complex social information processing due to greater social uncertainty [15]. The
proposed function of asymmetrical dominance relationships is to help to minimize injury associated
with conflicts over resources, by making the outcomes of interactions more predictable [16]. Thus, a
clear prediction of Freeberg et al.’s [4] hypothesis is that species comprising relatively tolerant
relationships should have more complex communication systems than those comprising relatively
despotic relationships, due to greater uncertainty in the outcome of their interactions.
In order to disentangle the individual- and species-level processes that underpin any relationships
between dominance style and communication, it is necessary to directly quantify dominance style in a
rich comparative behavioural dataset at multiple levels of analysis across a wide range of species.
Understanding communication in non-human primates (henceforth ‘primates’) is particularly important
for informing theories of language evolution due to their close phylogenetic relationship to humans [3,4],
thus previous studies and ours have focussed on the primate order. A few existing studies have
attempted to examine how dominance style relates to communication use and repertoires, finding mixed
results [17–25]. Tolerance within the macaque genus may be related to larger facial and gestural
repertoires [18,22,23]. By contrast, small-scale studies suggest dominance style may have a negative or no
relationship with vocal repertoire size [17,21,24]. There is, however, some indication that greater
tolerance is linked to lower vocal usage [17], to greater structural complexity [25] and differential
patterns of acoustic similarity between dyads in macaques [19], and to the patterns and contexts of the
use of specific vocal types in baboons [20,24]. However, these studies included only between two and
eleven primate species, generally within a single genus, and typically only considered a single level of
analysis. Further, in many of these studies it remains unclear which social variable is most closely linked
to communication as dominance style was confounded by other social dimensions (e.g. in [17] the most








































structure, with the most tolerant species consisting of single male-multi-female groups), and dominance
style was not always directly measured alongside communication in the same individuals.
In the current study, we aimed to advance our understanding of how dominance style relates to vocal
usage and evolution. We examined dominance style and vocal communication at multiple levels of
analysis in a broad sample of wild groups of primate species, by analysing a large observational
dataset on aggression, grooming, feeding and vocal behaviour. Vocal rate was calculated from focal
observations of individuals across a range of contexts. While dominance style may vary between
sexes, we were interested in obtaining a holistic characterization of the nature of social interactions
that individuals have with all group members, rather than with a subset of those members (e.g.
individuals of the same sex). Dominance style has not been investigated in many primate species, so
we sought to use a broad set of measures that have been successfully used in previous primate
research. We thus measured dominance style using three behavioural measures focussed on agonistic
interactions that have been previously used extensively in macaques (aggression symmetry,
counteraggression and aggression intensity; [7,26–28]). These measures were combined into a single
composite dominance style score at the species-level. We also conducted an additional analysis using
feeding proximity as a potential indicator of tolerance, as this is a frequently used measure in research
with various other primate and non-primate species (e.g. chimpanzees, bonobos, lemurs, wolves,
dogs, birds; [29–33]). It is currently unclear whether this ‘tendency to be in close proximity around
valued resources’ directly aligns with the definition of tolerance in macaque research, although
tolerant macaques may also feed in closer proximity than despotic macaques [34]. In any case, it is a
good potential candidate for predicting vocal rate for many of the same reasons outlined above.
At the individual-level, we examined separately the tolerance given by dominants (given tolerance)
and the tolerance received by subordinates (received tolerance) as there are different reasons for expecting
dominant and subordinate individuals within tolerant relationships to communicate more frequently
than those in despotic relationships. We predicted that both given and received tolerance, and feeding
proximity, would be associated with a higher rate of vocalizing across contexts.
At the species-level, we predicted that a dominance style index (based on aggression symmetry,
counteraggression and aggression intensity) would be associated with two aspects of vocal repertoires.
Repertoire size is one indication of communicative complexity [4,26], so we predicted that more tolerant
species (indicated by a higher dominance style index score) would have larger vocal repertoires. We also
predicted that more despotic species (indicated by a lower dominance style index score) would have
more vocal signals in their repertoires associated with the establishment and/or maintenance of the
hierarchy (i.e. dominance/appeasement signals). Despotic species should have a greater need to manage
and reinforce the hierarchy, putting greater selection pressure on signals associated with the hierarchy.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Our sample included 111 wild, habituated, non-provisioned groups of 26 primate species, all of which
have some degree of dominance asymmetry in social relationships documented (see electronic
supplementary material, S1 for details of species and groups in sample). As aggression data were
required for calculating three out of our four measures, individuals and species with very low
aggression rates are not well represented in our analysed samples, after applying minimum criteria for
inclusion (see electronic supplementary material, S2).
2.2. Dominance style data
2.2.1. Data collection
As this study was a collaborative effort, it includes a mix of data that were obtained specifically for the
current study, and data already collected for unrelated projects. For this reason, not all behavioural
measures were available for all groups, and there was variation in data collection methods and
behavioural definitions (e.g. different inter-bout intervals). We dealt with these issues by constraining
our measures to those unaffected by varying definitions (e.g. we did not include aggression rate, as








































minimum amount of data required for each analysis. Electronic supplementary material, S3 indicates the
data available for each group/species, and reasons for missing data.
Aggression behaviour was recorded using focal, all-occurrence or ad libitum sampling methods (see
electronic supplementary material, table S4 for aggression ethograms, and S5 for observational methods
and bout definitions used for each group). Feeding proximity was recorded using instantaneous point
samples of the distance between a focal individual and its nearest neighbour while the focal individual
was in a feeding context (see electronic supplementary material, table S5 for intervals of scans across
groups).
2.2.2. Dominance style measures
From the data, we extracted four dominance style variables which are described in table 1. Aggression
symmetry (i.e. aggression directional inconsistency index; DII), counteraggression, and aggression
intensity, are all commonly used dominance style variables in macaques [7,27,28,35] while feeding
proximity is frequently used with other species [29–33].
At the individual-level, (i) ‘given tolerance’ (the tendency of an individual to assert their dominance over
subordinate partners) and (ii) ‘received tolerance’ (the degree to which the individual’s dominant partners
tend to assert their dominance over them) versions of aggression symmetry, counteraggression and
aggression intensity were extracted. A single individual-level version of (iii) feeding proximity was
extracted as it may be conceptually different to the other measures, and because the identity of all nearby
individuals was not always known, which would be required to calculate given and received tolerance for
this measure. Additionally, (iv) species-level versions of aggression symmetry, counteraggression and
aggression intensity were calculated.
The given tolerance measures were calculated by including only behavioural interactions with
lower-ranking partners, while the received tolerance measures were calculated by including only
behavioural interactions with higher-ranking partners. For species-level analyses, we created a
dominance style composite measure that captured variation across the three measures of aggression DII,
counteraggression and aggression intensity in a single value (a similar approach to composite indices of
association or friendship previously calculated in primates [36,37]). To create this composite measure the
following steps were taken: (i) we calculated the mean value for each measure of all individuals in a
group, then (ii) the mean value of all groups in the species. (iii) Z-scores of the three measures were then
calculated and (iv) finally the mean of the three z-scores for each species was calculated. More details of
how measures were calculated are provided in electronic supplementary material, S2.
To determine the dominance ranks of individuals in each group we calculated modified David’s
scores [38] using SOCPROG on Matlab [39] based on decided aggressive bouts (winner determined
Table 1. Description of four dominance style variables.
dominance style variables description
aggression symmetry the degree to which the direction of aggressive bouts within a dyad tends to be
symmetrical, as opposed to one individual initiating aggression with the other more often
than vice versa. Measured by the directional inconsistency index (DII) of aggression; the
proportion of bouts within a dyad in which the roles of aggressor and victim occurred in
the least frequent direction
counteraggression the percentage of aggressive bouts in which the victim retaliates against the initial aggressor
aggression intensity the percentage of aggressive bouts in which the aggressor uses physical contact
feeding proximity the percentage of scans in which an individual was within 1 m of another independent
individual while feedinga
aFeeding proximity was excluded from any models or calculations of given and received tolerance and was treated separately as
an individual-level dominance style measure potentially encompassing both given and received tolerance. This is because for
many datasets we could not ascertain whether individuals other than the nearest neighbour were within 1 m, so could not
reliably determine the percentage of scans within 1 m of a higher or lower ranking individual. Feeding proximity was not








































by the victim fleeing or submitting). We necessarily had to exclude individuals without the required flee/
submission data (resulting in the exclusion of one species).
We provide details on an additional, exploratory dominance style measure (groom symmetry) and its
relationship with vocal measures in electronic supplementary material, S2 and S10. Groom symmetry (i.e.
groom DII) is a previously unused but potentially useful measure of dominance style. High-ranking
primates tend to receive more grooming [40,41] so greater symmetry in the direction of grooming
within a dyad could indicate a more tolerant relationship.
2.3. Vocal communication data
2.3.1. Vocal rate
For each group, vocal rate data were collected during an observation period that overlapped with that of
the dominance style data collection. From focal observations, we measured the number of vocal bouts
produced by each individual per hour. In line with many previous studies of primate vocalizations,
we defined a vocal bout as all vocalizations produced by the individual within 30 s of one another
[42–45]. A minimum of 2 h focal observation time was required for the inclusion of an individual.
Note that vocal rate is not considered a measure of communicative complexity.
2.3.2. Vocal repertoires
In the absence of an extensive acoustic dataset being available for each of our study groups, in line with
previous studies [26,46], we extracted data on the vocal repertoire of each species from previous
literature. We followed McComb & Semple’s [26] criteria for selection of repertoires and call types as
closely as possible (see electronic supplementary material, table S6A for publications used per species
and necessary deviations from their criteria for our sample of species). This ensured the highest
degree of comparability across species that is possible from the current repertoire literature. One
species (Propithecus verreauxi) was excluded for all repertoire analyses as it had no published repertoire.
We extracted two vocal repertoire measures for each species: the overall repertoire size, which we
consider a measure of communicative complexity, and the number of hierarchy-related calls in the
repertoire (a subset of the overall repertoire size). Calls described as occurring in an appeasement or
dominance context were classed as hierarchy-related signals (see electronic supplementary material,
table S7 for definitions of these contexts).
2.4. Data analysis
2.4.1. Individual-level analyses
To test our individual-level predictions that (i) given tolerance and (ii) received tolerance would predict
vocal rate, we constructed two models with vocal rate as the dependent variable, either the three given or
the three received tolerance measures (aggression symmetry, counteraggression and aggression intensity)
and group size as predictor variables, with group and species as random effects (nested). We fitted these
models in R in a Bayesian framework, with the package MCMCglmm [47] using a Gaussian distribution
with a log10 transformation on the dependent variable. We also tested whether (iii) feeding proximity
predicted vocal rate. As this variable could potentially encompass both given and received tolerance,
it was entered into a separate GLMM as a fixed effect. For all models, we used default diffuse normal
prior probability distributions for the predictor variables and commonly used inverse Wishart priors
for the random effects and residual variance (setting V = 1 and ν = 0.002; [47]). See table 2 for a
summary of these models, and see electronic supplementary material, S8 for species and groups
included in all models. In general, for relatively small (approx. 30 or fewer) samples of species, the
phylogenetic signal cannot be reliably estimated [48] but our inclusion of species as a random effect
does, however, control for non-independence of observations within species (as in Sol et al. [49] for
example). All model diagnostics showed reasonable fit; see electronic supplementary material, S9 for
further details on all models including diagnostic plots.
2.4.2. Species-level analyses
To test whether dominance style predicts (iv) the overall vocal repertoire size, or (v) the number of








































the two repertoire size measures as the response variables, and group size (mean of all groups in species)
and the dominance style composite index as predictors. Here, we used frequentist PGLS models in the
caper R package [50,51], as we had no need for individual and group-level effects, and it allowed us
to fix Pagel’s λ to 1 avoiding issues of statistical power associated with estimating phylogenetic signal
in small samples of species [48]. This highly conservative approach assumes that phylogeny has the
maximum possible influence over the species’ residual variance in the model. It was not possible to
follow the same approach for the individual-level models as the MCMCglmm R package does not
allow for phylogenetic signal (estimated using the heritability parameter, h2) to be fixed to the
maximum possible value. One species (Papio kindae) present in our species-level dataset was not
included in the 10 k trees phylogeny [52]. To avoid having to exclude this species from our PGLS
analyses, we grafted it onto the 10 k trees phylogeny as a sister lineage to Papio cynocephalus with a
divergence time of 1.99 Myr, based on estimates provided by the Time Tree of Life resource [53]. See
table 2 for summary of main models.
3. Results
3.1. Individual-level analyses
Description of the variation within species in terms of vocal rate and dominance style measures can be
found in electronic supplementary material, table S6B.
3.1.1. Given tolerance
In support of our prediction that dominant individuals who are more tolerant of subordinate partners
vocalize more frequently than their despotic counterparts, we found that individuals with higher
Table 2. Summary of the main individual- and species-level models. MCMC, Monte Carlo Markov chain; GLMM, generalized
linear mixed model; PGLS, phylogenetic generalized least squares.
main individual-level models (Bayesian MCMC GLMMs)
model dependent variable random effects fixed effects
(i) given tolerance full modela (N = 181







(ii) received tolerance full modela








(iii) feeding proximity model (N = 240





main species-level models (frequentist PGLS models with Pagel’s λ = 1)
dependent variable fixed effects
(iv) overall repertoire size (N = 21
species)
N calls in repertoire –dominance style composite index
–group size
(v) hierarchy-related call repertoire size
(N = 21 species)
N hierarchy-related calls –dominance style composite index
–group size
aGiven tolerance form of dominance style variables used as fixed effects in the given tolerance model, and the received tolerance








































given tolerance, in terms of more symmetrical aggression, vocalized more frequently (see table 3 for full
GLMM results). However, no clear relationship was found between vocal rate and the other two given
tolerance measures or group size. Figure 1 displays the posterior distributions for the β coefficients for
all fixed effects in this model.
We ran an additional model with aggression symmetry as the only fixed effect and vocal rate as the
dependent variable (with groups and species as random effects) on a larger sample of 253 individuals
from 19 species. This model also indicated that aggression symmetry was an important predictor of
vocal rate (see electronic supplementary material, table S10C), indicating that this finding is
generalizable across our full sample of individuals with aggression symmetry data. Overall, our
results indicate that dominant individuals whose aggression is more symmetrical with that of lower-
ranking partners vocalize at a higher rate.
Table 3. Results of MCMC model with given tolerance measures as fixed effects (N individuals = 181, N groups = 43,
N species = 16). Random effects of group and species explained 35% and 42% of variance, respectively, while fixed effects
explained 6% of variance. Note that as species and group explained a relatively large amount of variance (likely due to
phylogenetic ancestry and ecological conditions), by necessity the behavioural measures must explain a relatively small amount,
but this does not mean they are biologically insignificant.
variable posterior mean β 1–95% CI u-95% CI pMCMC
fixed effects aggression symmetry 0.42 0.09 0.79 0.02
counteraggression −0.22 −0.75 0.34 0.44
aggression intensity −0.09 −0.28 0.12 0.43
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Figure 1. Model estimates from Bayesian analyses showing a positive effect of aggression symmetry on the vocal rate. Histograms
show posterior distributions of β coefficients for the effects of aggression symmetry, counteraggression, aggression intensity (given
tolerance measures) and group size on the vocal rate. The distribution for aggression symmetry is shifted substantially away from
zero, indicating evidence for an effect in the corresponding direction. Distributions for the other variables are centred closer to zero,









































Contrary to our prediction that subordinate individuals would be free to vocalize more frequently if
dominant partners are more tolerant of them, our GLMMs indicated no clear relationship between
vocal rate and any of our received tolerance measures (table 4). Hence, we found no strong evidence
that subordinate individuals vocalized more frequently if dominant partners were more tolerant
towards them.
3.1.3. Feeding proximity
Contrary to our prediction that individuals who tend to stay close to other group members during
feeding would vocalize more frequently, our GLMM indicated that feeding proximity was not
associated with vocal rate (N individuals = 232, N groups = 37, N species = 8, Posterior mean β =−
0.004, pMCMC= 0.97). Random effects of group and species explained 5 and 75% of the variance,
respectively. This means that we found no support for our prediction that individuals who frequently
feed close to other individuals vocalize more frequently.
3.2. Species-level analyses
Our behavioural dataset allowed us to calculate a dominance style index for 21 of the species in our
sample as they met the minimum requirements for inclusion; figure 2 illustrates the spread of values
of the dominance composite index across species in the primate phylogenetic tree.































Figure 2. Dominance style composite index values across species in the sample for which phylogenetic information was available.
Positive index scores indicate tolerance, while negative index scores indicate despotism. The cladogram on the left shows the
phylogeny from 10 k trees.
Table 4. Results of MCMC model with received tolerance measures as fixed effects (N individuals = 178, N groups = 32,
N species = 16). Random effects of group and species explained 25% and 51% of variance, respectively, while fixed effects
explained 4% of variance.
variable posterior mean β 1–95% CI u-95% CI pMCMC
fixed effects aggression symmetry 0.14 −0.20 0.48 0.42
counteraggression −0.05 −0.67 0.53 0.88
aggression intensity −0.02 −0.22 0.17 0.81








































We found no support for our prediction (iv) that more tolerant species would have larger vocal
repertoires (N = 21, β =−0.01, p = 0.891), but we did find support for our prediction (v) that more
despotic species had more hierarchy-related calls (N = 21, β =−0.59, p = 0.001). Figure 3 displays the
relationship between the number of hierarchy-related calls and the dominance style composite index.
To see which individual dominance style measure most strongly predicts the number of hierarchy-
related signals, we constructed separate models including each of the three dominance style measures
and group size separately as predictor variables, instead of the dominance style composite index.
We found that a larger repertoire of hierarchy-related calls was predicted by lower counteraggression
(N = 16 species, β =−2.36, p = 0.01), and higher aggression intensity (N = 17 species, β = 1.22, p < 0.001),
both of which indicate greater despotism, while aggression DII (N = 21 species, β = 0.14, p = 0.940) and
group size (N = 25 species, β < 0.001, p = 0.952) did not significantly predict repertoire size of hierarchy-
related signals. Overall, our results indicate that more despotic species have richer repertoires of
hierarchy-related calls, but contrary to our expectations, our results provide no evidence that more
tolerant species have more complex communication systems in the form of larger vocal repertoires overall.
4. Discussion
Using a rich behavioural dataset from 26 primate species, we quantified dominance style for the first time
in many of these species and found evidence that dominance style was related to vocal communication
at both individual and species levels. Notably, we found that more despotic species had richer repertoires
of hierarchy-related calls in their evolved vocal systems, but that individuals who were more tolerant of
lower-ranking partners vocalized at a higher rate. Overall, our findings suggest that the strictness of the
dominance relationships of individuals and species provides important context for understanding
primate vocal usage and evolution.
We found different effects of dominance style on vocal usage for dominant and subordinate partners,
highlighting the importance of examining both sides of dyadic relationships separately. Our results
indicated that individuals vocalized at a higher rate if they had more symmetrical aggression with
subordinate partners (an indication of greater tolerance). This is consistent with our suggestion that
tolerant individuals likely have a greater need to communicate in order to manage interactions with
more uncertain outcomes, to affiliate with a wider range of individuals, or to request resources and
services, rather than relying on higher dominance status and/or brute force to obtain them. However,






























Figure 3. The relationship between the number of hierarchy-related calls in the species repertoire with their dominance style
composite index score. Positive index scores indicate tolerance, while negative index scores indicate despotism. Each point
represents a species. Number of hierarchy-related calls is log10 transformed in line with the PGLS models. The black line of fit








































partners were more tolerant. For subordinate individuals, there could be a similar need to negotiate and
affiliate regardless of the tolerance of dominant partners. Compared to dominant individuals,
subordinates are likely to be under increased pressure in any social environment to take the
perspective of others, a skill that requires complex social information processing [54]. As such,
receiving tolerance may not increase social complexity for individuals as strongly as giving tolerance,
hence no clear effect of received tolerance on the rate of communicating. By examining both
components of dominance style relationships, we found that tolerance is likely to be linked to vocal
communication more strongly as a result of increased pressure than the alleviation of constraints.
Our study is the first to provide evidence that more despotic species have richer repertoires of
dominance and appeasement vocalizations. This result relates to Preuschoft & van Schaik’s [16]
finding that despotism predicted the existence of formal facial signals of dominance status in a
species, as well as findings related to the much-studied ‘silent bared-teeth’ facial display. This signal is
used symmetrically and flexibly in tolerant species but asymmetrically and in narrow contexts in
despotic species [55]. Similarly, it is possible that the hierarchy-related vocalizations in our despotic
species could have homologues in tolerant species, with despotism related to the asymmetry in their
use between dominant and subordinate individuals, rather than driving the evolution of the signals
themselves. Our findings open up exciting avenues for future research testing this possibility.
Our species-level findings did not provide support for the social complexity hypothesis [4]. Contrary to
our predictions, we did not find that tolerant species had larger overall vocal repertoires nor didwe find that
group size predicted any vocal measure. A recent study by Rebout et al. [25] found that in agonistic and
affiliative contexts, but not neutral contexts, the diversity of call types produced by two tolerant macaque
species was greater than two despotic species. This may indicate that our failure to find an effect on
tolerance on overall repertoire size is because we were not able to take the context of emission into
account. It is also possible that when considering a broad range of primate species, dominance style is
not a sufficiently stable social variable across generations and evolutionary time to have an effect on
evolved communication systems. Currently, the stability of dominance style across generations is largely
unknown and could vary across species. Game theory models indicate that a despotic strategy may be
more stable than a tolerant strategy [56], which could explain why we found stronger evidence for
despotism being related to evolved communication systems than tolerance in our broad sample of species.
Measurement differences could also explain why in contrast to Rebout et al. [25] we did not find that
tolerant species had larger vocal repertoires and in contrast to Semple & McComb [26], we found no
support for group size predicting vocal repertoire size. While we empirically measured dominance
style, Rebout et al. [25] relied on previously made characterizations of macaque species tolerance levels
based on only female behaviour. This is a limitation that persists in the majority of research testing
how dominance style relates to other variables, despite evidence of intra-species variation in
dominance style [11]. Indeed, while crested macaques have been characterized as highly tolerant in
the literature and in Rebout et al. [25], they did not emerge as particularly tolerant based on our
behavioural assessment (figure 2). Conversely, while Rebout et al. [25] were able to employ acoustic
clustering methods to quantify vocal diversity, this optimal approach was simply not feasible to
implement with our large sample of species, so we used published vocal repertoires instead.
A concerted research effort is required to ensure that comparable objective vocal repertoires based on
the acoustic measurement and statistical classification of call types are available for each species [57].
While we used a similar approach to measuring vocal repertoire as McComb & Semple [34], some
group size estimates differ considerably in species that feature in both samples (see [58] for review of
group size variability), which could explain why we did not replicate their findings. For instance,
while they report a group size of 125 for bonobos, there were just 24 in the group in our sample. Our
study suggests it may be worth revisiting whether primate species who live in larger groups do have
larger vocal repertoires. These measurement discrepancies between studies highlight the importance
of employing comparable methods which capture variation within as well as between species.
We interpret our results with the caveat that more validation of dominance style measures across
primate species is needed to confirm the validity of our findings. Ours is the first attempt to measure
dominance style on a continuous scale across the primate order, so it is perhaps not surprising that
we did not find that all dominance style measures predicted communication in our sample. While we
largely based our measures on those successfully used within the macaque genus, the measures that
best capture the construct of dominance style are likely to vary due to species differences in managing
dominance relationships, and future research needs to investigate the optimum set of measures for
each species. As the majority of our dominance style measures could only be applied to species that








































levels of aggression. A different approach is, therefore, needed to understand how dominance style
relationships are managed in species with very low aggression rates. When considering primate
species who do engage in regular within-group aggression, aggression is a key tool in establishing
and managing dominance relationships within a hierarchy. As aggression asymmetry is a defining
feature of dominance and a despotic dominance style, measures relating to aggression symmetry may
be the most robust indication of dominance style in primates.
While a great collaborative effort was required to generate the dataset for this study, it could be
further improved with additional data and variables. As a result of missing data, not all individuals
or species were included in all models, although data were available for the majority of species in our
main findings (e.g. 19 of the 26 species were included in our model with aggression symmetry and
vocal rate). As with all unimodal approaches, our singular focus on vocal communication meant we
did not account for communication produced through other communicative modalities, although
some species or individuals may rely more heavily on facial, gestural or olfactory communication than
vocal signals. A more holistic, multimodal approach to characterizing communication in future would,
therefore, be beneficial [59,60]. Additionally, while we included group size as a control variable in our
models, the number of social and ecological factors that may relate to vocal communication is vast,
and it was not feasible to account for all of these. This was due in no small part to the fact that many
ecological variables, such as habitat visibility and food abundance can be challenging to quantify in
directly comparable ways [61]. We view our study as an important first step that can be built on by
future research. We hope that our findings encourage further examination into the strictness of
dominance relationships and communication across the animal kingdom. Asymmetrical dominance
relations are observable not only in primates, but in a wide range of animal taxa (e.g. birds [62],
elephants [63], pigs [64]). As such, how communication is related to dominance style in these species
should be investigated. Although our results are consistent with our causal hypothesis, our
correlational design cannot establish the direction of causality and we suggest future simulations of
experimental studies do so. Future research could also examine whether sex differences in dominance
style within a species explain sex differences in vocal use and repertoires. Additionally, the pattern of
results we identify in primates raises the question of how dominance style may relate to human
language and communication. Humans are thought to have lived in highly tolerant societies in our
recent evolutionary past [65], so how dominance style might have contributed to the evolution of
human language is a promising prospect for further examination.
In this study, we found that dominance style predicts both individual- and species-level variation in
vocal communication. This is the first to assess this relationship across multiple primate genera with a
multiple-levels-of-analysis approach, and our findings provide valuable insights into the pressures
shaping vocal communication. Our behavioural dataset will support future examination of other
potential correlates of dominance style, such as cognitive or ecological factors, or to further explore its
relationship with communication by using a multimodal approach [66]. If we are to understand the
effects of social behaviour on the evolution of communication, we need to investigate this from
multiple angles across diverse taxa, and to move beyond a narrow focus on group size by
incorporating measures of the nature of social interactions, such as dominance style.
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